Accessories & Wear

for Kahr Pistols, Auto-Ordnance 1911 Pistols and Thompson Rifles

Ordering

Orders will be shipped promptly via FEDEX Ground Service or U.S. Postal Service when delivery addresses are valid.

If in need to help reduce lost orders, “Delivery Confirmation” or “Egation” tracking and shipping options will be available to expedite delivery. Orders will be shipped promptly. If you prefer delivery to your home or workplace, please have delivery addresses to apartment buildings and orders that total over $100.00. Additionally, these options can always be requested at any time for any type of shipment. A small fee will be incurred. FEDEX $15.00 will be applied to the label charge for shipment to Canada.

There is an additional charge of $5.00 for shipments to Canada, Hawaii and Alaska. For international orders, there is an estimated shipping charge of $20.00. Orders accommodate to ship to Hong Kong and to China. All Canadian orders under $100.00 will be available.

To order parts by Parts Name and Parts Number, please refer to the Accessories & Wear orders should be mailed or faxed to:

EA Landrie - Parts Dept.
1220 Gunsmith W ©l Drive, W ©rmester, MA 01603
Fax: 508-799-7894

Return/Exchange Policy

Should the item you order not meet your expectations, please return the item (boxed) with the invoice copy or packing slip within 30 days. You will be refunded the purchase price of the item. We will do everything possible to expedite your refund. There is an additional charge of $5.00 for shipments to Canada, Hawaii and Alaska. Additionally, these options can always be requested at any time for any type of shipment. A small fee will be incurred. FEDEX $15.00 will be applied to the label charge for shipment to Canada.

For more info visit www.kahr.com | www.auto-ordnance.com | www.tommygun.com
**Inside the Pants Holsters**

The handgun is secured with a conventional thumb break. Fits all Kahr pistols. Black only.

**Mitch Rosen Full-length Belt Slide**

The smooth-fitting look will give years of service. Available in black & Cuban brown.

**Belt-Slide Holsters**

Due to popular demand, Mitch Rosen has introduced his new CLIPPER EXPRESS LINE holster. This new nylon holster is made of ballistic nylon. The straight drop design offers great flexibility allowing behind the hip, point of the hip or cross draw carry. Cuban brown.

**Inside the Pants Holsters**

Don Hume inside the waistband holster is made of lightweight leather and form molded. The top opening of the holster is adjustable, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. It also features a reinforced thumb break. Works great in either front or back pocket type carry.

**Ankle Holsters**

This inside the waistband holster is made of lightweight leather and form molded. The top opening of the holster is adjustable, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. It also features a reinforced thumb break. Works great in either front or back pocket type carry.

**Magazine Pouches**

Hogue Exotic Wood Grips

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters offer closure, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. A grip is provided for use with everyday carry and a magazine pouch is included. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Gun Sack**

The Desantis Tuck This Holster fits all Kahr pistols. Black only.

**Shldr Rig**

Desantis Speed Belt

This inside the waistband holster is made of lightweight leather and form molded. The top opening of the holster is adjustable, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. It also features a reinforced thumb break. Works great in either front or back pocket type carry.

**4.0” Porter Barrels**

The M. S. Rig is made of premium saddle leather and features double-stitched seams. This compact holster features an open muzzle design. It is designed to hold the gun close to the body and high on the waistband for maximum concealment. The belt slide is available in black or Cuban brown. For K9, required in most cases. For K9, front and rear sight of the XS Sight are the world’s standard of excellence. Self-luminous iron sights are proven to give shooters five times greater night fire accuracy — with the same speed as instinctive shooting.

**Magazines**

The Upland's revolutionary single-shot magazine system is constructed of premium saddle leather. This result in a perfect fit and last- forever, however, its quality and craftsmanship are unsurpassed. John on the television series Miami Vice. A key weapon designated. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Magazine Pouches**

Hogue Exotic Wood Grips

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters offer closure, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. A grip is provided for use with everyday carry and a magazine pouch is included. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Pocket Holster**

Mitch Rosen Pocket Holsters

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters often are called upon to work in conjunction with everyday carry and used to conceal carry in public places. They are constructed of premium saddle leather and feature double-stitched seams. They also are in popular demand. The location in pocket makes this holster ideal for concealed carry. They are popular with people who just prefer a strap over the pistol. In stock, black only.

**Gun Sack**

The M. S. Rig is made of premium saddle leather and features double-stitched seams. This compact holster features an open muzzle design. It is designed to hold the gun close to the body and high on the waistband for maximum concealment. The belt slide is available in black or Cuban brown. For K9, required in most cases. For K9, front and rear sight of the XS Sight are the world’s standard of excellence. Self-luminous iron sights are proven to give shooters five times greater night fire accuracy — with the same speed as instinctive shooting.

**Magazines**

The Upland's revolutionary single-shot magazine system is constructed of premium saddle leather. This result in a perfect fit and last- forever, however, its quality and craftsmanship are unsurpassed. John on the television series Miami Vice. A key weapon designated. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Magazine Pouches**

Hogue Exotic Wood Grips

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters offer closure, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. A grip is provided for use with everyday carry and a magazine pouch is included. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Pocket Holster**

Mitch Rosen Pocket Holsters

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters often are called upon to work in conjunction with everyday carry and used to conceal carry in public places. They are constructed of premium saddle leather and feature double-stitched seams. They also are in popular demand. The location in pocket makes this holster ideal for concealed carry. They are popular with people who just prefer a strap over the pistol. In stock, black only.

**Gun Sack**

The M. S. Rig is made of premium saddle leather and features double-stitched seams. This compact holster features an open muzzle design. It is designed to hold the gun close to the body and high on the waistband for maximum concealment. The belt slide is available in black or Cuban brown. For K9, required in most cases. For K9, front and rear sight of the XS Sight are the world’s standard of excellence. Self-luminous iron sights are proven to give shooters five times greater night fire accuracy — with the same speed as instinctive shooting.

**Magazines**

The Upland's revolutionary single-shot magazine system is constructed of premium saddle leather. This result in a perfect fit and last- forever, however, its quality and craftsmanship are unsurpassed. John on the television series Miami Vice. A key weapon designated. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Magazine Pouches**

Hogue Exotic Wood Grips

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters offer closure, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. A grip is provided for use with everyday carry and a magazine pouch is included. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Pocket Holster**

Mitch Rosen Pocket Holsters

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters often are called upon to work in conjunction with everyday carry and used to conceal carry in public places. They are constructed of premium saddle leather and feature double-stitched seams. They also are in popular demand. The location in pocket makes this holster ideal for concealed carry. They are popular with people who just prefer a strap over the pistol. In stock, black only.

**Gun Sack**

The M. S. Rig is made of premium saddle leather and features double-stitched seams. This compact holster features an open muzzle design. It is designed to hold the gun close to the body and high on the waistband for maximum concealment. The belt slide is available in black or Cuban brown. For K9, required in most cases. For K9, front and rear sight of the XS Sight are the world’s standard of excellence. Self-luminous iron sights are proven to give shooters five times greater night fire accuracy — with the same speed as instinctive shooting.

**Magazines**

The Upland's revolutionary single-shot magazine system is constructed of premium saddle leather. This result in a perfect fit and last- forever, however, its quality and craftsmanship are unsurpassed. John on the television series Miami Vice. A key weapon designated. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.

**Magazine Pouches**

Hogue Exotic Wood Grips

These hand-molded, premium saddle leather holsters offer closure, as well as a velcro adjustment on the leg strap. A grip is provided for use with everyday carry and a magazine pouch is included. The elastic nylon pouch on the top of the holster allows three magazines to be carried. The holster comes with L and J hook adapters that allow this holster to be used as an inside the waistband carry. Fits all Kahr magazines except .45 ACP. They do not provide better comfort by adding approx. 1 inch to the length of the grip.